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WAREHOUSE ON WHEELS
DEMOUNTABLE CONCEPTS WIRING GUIDE
This bulletin is for any customer running the Warehouse on Wheels System that is
experiencing marker light failures. It is imperative that immediate attention is given to
this issue.
Our goal is to provide our customer and service providers the information and tools to
solve this problem in a timely manner.
When Demountable Concepts completes work on new equipment for Warehouse on
Wheels customers, each component (straight-truck chassis, van body and rail trailer) is
wired the same way. This wiring configuration has remained the same for the entire
period we have manufactured the system. The enclosed information will provide you
with the proper wiring information for each component.

STRAIGHT-TRUCK CHASSIS
Each straight truck is equipped with a 4-pin light plug. When the truck is in operation, all
marker and dome lights should be working. The plug is configured as follows:
White & Black are hot with the markers on.
Green is ground
Please refer to drawing
“4-way light plug wiring diagram chassis lift”

SEMI-TRAILER CHASSIS:
The semi-trailer is equipped with two, 4-pin light plugs. When two bodies are being
transported on the semi-trailer, all marker lights, except the red lights on the front body
should be illuminated. It is a violation to have red markers illuminated anywhere except
at the rear of the trailer. The two plugs are configured as follows:

FRONT PLUG:
White is hot with the markers on.
Black is not wired in the front plug
Green is ground
REAR PLUG:
White & Black are hot with the markers on.
Green is ground
Please refer to drawings:
“4-way plug & receptacle – trailer harness”
“trailer body wiring, Morgan bodies”
VAN BODIES:
Each van body is equipped with a 4-way receptacle. The receptacle is configured as
follows:
White terminal lights the amber and dome lights
Black terminal lights the red markers only
Green is ground
Please refer to drawing:
“4-way plug & receptacle”

Demountable Concepts Light Test Kit
Part # DC-LK-1000
Fleet Price - $586.00

Kit consists of the following:
BODY TEST PLUG
4-way light plug with cord.
Cord is connected to booster PAC power service.
This properly wired test plug will determine if the body receptacle is wired correctly.
Both amber and red lights on the body should work.
TRUCK & TRAILER TEST RECEPTACLE
4-way light plug receptacle with amber and red LED lights attached.
This receptacle will be used to test the straight truck plug and both plugs on the trailer.
A properly wired straight truck will have both amber and red lights illuminate. The front
plug on the trailer should only illuminate the amber light. The rear plug on the trailer
should illuminate both amber and red lights.
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If, after testing the components and rewiring has been completed and there are still
problems, please contact Demountable Concepts for further trouble shooting.

Demountable Concepts, Inc.
800.254.3643
info@demount.com

